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525 & 503
Ligthweight Video Tripod / Fluid Video Head

Product Information

Product Information

Tripod
A two stage, lightweight, high tensile aluminum tripod that is
extremely rigid and stable. The 525MVB has a die-cast
aluminum crown with a built-in 75mm interface bowl,
adjustable leg clamp levers for reliability and safety in the fi
eld and a fl oor-level spreader which aids tripod leg angle
setting adjustment. Lowest leg section has twin spiked
metal feet. The tripod can also be equipped with spiked feet
shoes, different types of dollies and two models of mid level
spreader.

Fluid Video Head
The 503HDV has a completely new ergonomic, easy-touse, functional design; features include large ergonomic
locks and knobs allowing for a more solid grip and better
control. For enhanced ease of use, the tilt lock and friction
controls are located on the left side of the head.It has an
improved and adjustable counterbalance capacity: a switch
controls the different counterbalance settings, allowing the
user to adjust the system to accommodate various
payloads for different filming needs. The counterbalance
system can be adjusted to four positions ensuring both
smoother tilt movements and greater equipment safety. In
addition, it has an illuminated levelling bubble - making it
easy for shooters to level the camera in low-light conditions.
In addition to the old 503, the 503HDV has also a
replaceable pan bar rosette

Technical Information
Closed length 72.0 cm 28.35 in
Colour black color black color
Head bowl 75mm 75mm
Leg cross section round round
Leg sections 3 number 3 number
Legs tube diameter 16. 25mm
Load capacity 15 kg
Material aluminum aluminum
Maximum height 156.0 cm
Minimum height 36.0 cm
Spreader low level - variable arm length low level - variable
arm length
Weight 3.5 kg

Technical Information
Tripod attachment type female thread to mount on 75 mm
flat top tripod attachment type
Balance control 4 step: 0Kg - 1.3Kg - 2.6Kg - 3.9Kg 4 step:
0Kg - 1.3Kg - 2.6Kg - 3.9Kg
Front tilt -60° / +90° tilt range -60° / +90° tilt range
Independent pan & tilt lock
Levelling bubble illuminated illuminated
Load capacity 8 kg 17.64 lbs
Maximum /minimum working temperature 60/-20
Pan bar positions 2 number /1 pan bars included
Pan drag continuously adjustable from 0 to max level
Panoramic rotation 360
Plate type 501PL / quick release
Weight 1.95 kg
Working height 11.5 cm

Disclaimer: Changes in the data may have been made by the manufacturer without notice.
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